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KAMEOKA CUP  
   

Thanks to Giuliano for his comment about KC.  
Dear Hiro,  
   
I am very happy for the good results of Kameoka Cup. When I talk of 
“Kameoka Formula” all people are surprised for this new rules; I like a 
lot. I hope to can organize the firs KC Event in Europe one day.  
   
Keep in touch,  
Giuliano  

Yes, we talk a lot about KC and Blind Biketrial in Italy last year. WBC is the highest 
event but we know that it does not work for Biketrial promotion without promotional 
events and I can guarantee that KC can be the base of it. I must tell you one story about 
a father who works in Fukushima prefecture alone after 3.11 and away from his family 
lives in Kameoka (distance about 1,500km). He returns to Kmaeoka every time by flight 
to take part in KC with his family (wife, children) and his friends. It will cost a lot but I 
think he found the value in spending together with his family in KC. I feel happy to here 
that. I want to provide the joy of riding to more people. I will attaché the results of KC24 
with this news. Please check the detail and find something for your event.  
   
No. 007 dated 11/04/2013  

WBC 2013  
   

It will be 3 months before the first round and 1 month before the entry begins for WBC 
next week. I till do not receive event information from R1 and R2 of the host countries. 
What is happening? Where is the promise (it was a month ago to send)? The host 
countries should try to correct as much as riders for each category from much 
countries. Just giving information by e-mail is not enough. Need to send a kit (all 
necessary information in one envelope) to each BIU delegate. It is very important to 
push their work to promote WBC and their national selection start as soon as possible. 
I know some countries do not think about their selection yet. It is going to be a risk to 
collect riders and countries when they knew it in short time before the entry close on 
19/June. Josep and Radim, please try your best to promote your event and send 
information to our delegates please.  
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